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SUMMARY

A little-noted result of the confirmation of multiple premises of the RNA-world hypothesis is
that we now know something about the dawn organisms that followed the origin of life, per-
haps over 4 billion years ago. We are therefore in an improved position to reason about the
biota just before RNA times, during the era of the first replicators, the first Darwinian creatures
on Earth. An RNA congener still prominent in modern biology is a plausible descendent of
these first replicators.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the following discussion, we try to imagine the biological
past over 4 Gya (Gigayears ago). Such speculation is worth
new effort because of the success of the RNA-world hypo-
thesis itself. The ultimate goal is a glimpse of the widely
accepted, though hypothetical, initial replicator, whose
biomolecular activity initiated Darwinian evolution on
Earth. We are searching before the last universal common
ancestor (LUCA), looking back toward the substantially
older initial darwinian ancestor (IDA). That such a dupli-
cating molecule existed (for example, Szathmary 2006) is
therefore an indispensable assumption.

2 A NEW VANTAGE

Viewed from our time, it requires a huge leap to reach the
IDA. The 4 Gy gap necessarily spanned is almost unthink-
able, so great that it has carried most rock of the time away,
consequently swallowing most hope of finding scienti-
fic evidence. But that is precisely the point; if 4 Gya was
a time when oligoribonucleotides were prominent, we
know something new, whose implications are usable as
the crux of an inquiry into earlier times.

Furthermore, it requires only arithmetic to see that the
RNAworld can provide a decisive new vantage point. From
the RNA world, the time to be spanned to the IDA is very
much shortened. Because the solar system (and thus the
Earth) congealed 4.5 Gya (Dalrymple 1991), in all likeli-
hood an RNA world at 4 Gya is about 20-fold closer to
the initiation of biological evolution than is the present.
We want to know the Earth’s biota a few hundred million
years before the age of RNA. So, extrapolation from 4
Gya back to the IDA is 20-fold shorter than from today,
probable molecular change is roughly 20-fold smaller,
and the accuracy of any speculation roughly 20-fold greater
than before acquisition of an RNA world standpoint.
Instead of nearly completely spanning planetary history
to reach the IDA, from the RNA world we span a time,
for example, comparable to the history of Earth’s mammals
(Luo et al. 2001).

Moreover, the supporting data we need from the RNA
world is minimal. Thus, the argument that follows does
not use most of what we presently know with high proba-
bility. We need not assume that an organism existed that
used RNA in every capacity for which it has been contem-
plated, or in even every capacity for which RNA’s compe-
tence has been shown in selection experiments. Though
RNA has surely proven its unanticipated versatility (Chen
et al. 2007), we require only that a molecule made of some-
thing like modern ribonucleotides performed essential
functions 4 Gya.

3 EVIDENCE FOR ANCIENT RNA

This indispensable contention rests on very robust experi-
mental evidence, linking many independent observations.
Such evidence is very frequent, for example, in studies
of the apparent descent of translation—coded protein bio-
synthesis. If our immediate evolutionary predecessors were
RNA-based organisms, then we plausibly require that they
use RNA to invent translation and their successor catalysts,
the peptides.

This idea in turn is strongly supported by selection of
RNAs with the required translational capabilities. For
example, the synthesis of aminoacyl-RNA (which activates
amino acids and potentially links them to a matching
coding triplet) is easily found within the RNA reaction rep-
ertoire, using amino acid adenylate (Illangasekare et al.
1995) (the universal biological substrate) or other car-
boxyl-activated amino acids (Lee et al. 2000) as precursor.
Further, these RNA transacylators can be both faster and
more accurate than modern proteins performing the
same reaction (Illangasekare and Yarus 1999). In addition,
aminoacyl group transfer is so simple a reaction for RNA
that it can be performed by small RNAs, even in a ribo-
zymic reaction center containing only three sparingly
constrained nucleotides, or a ribozyme totaling five nu-
cleotides in length (Turk et al. 2010). Such a catalyst would
appear in an untemplated pool of ribonucleotide sequen-
ces consisting of only attograms (10218 g) of RNA, unex-
pectedly easily reached by geochemical means. I argue, as
previously (Yarus 2001; Yarus et al. 2005), that the unanti-
cipated confirmation of translational activity, in fact,
confirmation of the thorough competence of RNA in trans-
lational reactions, requires that the probability of an RNA
invention of protein biosynthesis be strongly elevated. To
do less than this is to ignore the theory of probabilities.

Alternatively, one could argue from the fact that the
present peptidyl transferase is RNA, which exploits ribo-
nucleotide properties of both peptidyl-tRNA (Weinger et al.
2004) and the rRNA (Nissen et al. 2000) to accelerate pep-
tide transfer. The highly conserved rRNA peptidyl trans-
ferase sequence includes a ribonucleotide cradle whose
sequence is particularly suited to poise the reacting amino
acids (Welch et al. 1997), further supporting and illustrat-
ing its origin in the RNA world. Thus there is exceedingly
strong support, all unexpected only a few years ago, for
the origination of translation as a constellation of RNA
activities. In fact, all chemical group transfers, and even
the information transfers required for coded protein bio-
synthesis, have precedents within the chemical repertoire
of pure small RNAs (Yarus 1991; Yarus et al. 2009). Any
of the observations above, taken alone, is a strong argument
for the existence of RNA-like molecules before the present
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nucleoprotein era. Taken together, these multiple experi-
ments are very persuasive indeed.

4 CONSERVATION AND PERSISTENCE

So, having staked out a position for RNA 4 Gya, what can
we consequently see? To see anything we need to define
some evolutionary tendencies that span the RNA world.

One of these is continuity, the property that links pre-
decessors with descendants bysmall genetic changes. Evolu-
tionary descent follows a path that takes finite steps, but
each descendant is continuously linked to its forbear by
individual practical changes in a genetic text. One frequen-
tly noted consequence of continuity on large time scales is
that successful adaptations tend to persist, and are rarely
discarded. For example, it seems likely to many that iron,
nickel, copper, manganese, and molybdenum clusters within
modern protein enzymes are a retained adaptation from a
mineral chemistry (Rees 2002) that was once even more use-
ful to life. In fact, such mineral cofactors probably predate the
RNAworld, surviving even beyond the gigayears that stretch
between us and the era of RNA dominance. They therefore
illustrate the permanence of useful biochemical adaptations.
Persistence and exaptation of successful evolutionary devices
therefore is a rule and not an exception. We will depend on
parallel ideas in the following discussion.

A second useful idea is Bayes’ Theorem, which is a rig-
orous statement about the probability of ideas in the light
of new evidence, like new evidence of an RNAworld (Yarus
2001). Bayes’ application here is that your successors are the
most likely outcome of your existence, or alternatively, that
your predecessors were those most likely to give rise to the
present situation. Bayes’ Theorem again strongly reinforces
the preservation of prior adaptations, not simply because
they passively preexist in almost their current form (as
for continuity, earlier), but because persistence in descent
naturally results from the prior success of an adaptation.
Continuity implies that evolution has a path, and Bayes’
implies that this path has a probable functional logic. Con-
tinuity and Bayes’ together constitute a mutually reinforc-
ing argument for the persistence of prior adaptations.

Now we aggressively combine these ideas with the
newly plausible existence of RNA-like molecules 4 Gya, to
consider what might have existed relatively shortly before,
during the time of the IDA, the primordial replicator.

5 PERSISTENCE OF CHNOPS

Continuity should extend even down to atomic composi-
tion. Therefore we assume here that the primordial replica-
tor was composed of the most prevalent biological atoms;
C, H, N, O, P, and S. This notion at first looks bland and

uncontroversial—but is worth emphasis because it wholly
contradicts a frequently discussed idea, that of the “genetic
takeover.” The idea, owing to Cairns-Smith (Cairns-Smith
1982), is that another kind of replicator entirely, perhaps a
layer of clay, not only preceded the rise of RNA but also
templated the first RNA molecules. In this case, a clay
“genetic material” with prevalent Al and Si centers would
give way to a CHNOPS replicator, thereby violating this
implementation of continuity.

However, although clays do have useful interactions with
ribonucleotides (discussed later), it is unclear whether clays
can replicate any of their properties. It has been claimed
that the redox and binding affinities of montmorillonite
clays can be propagated from preexisting to newly grown
layers of clay (Weiss 1981). But efforts to define and repro-
duce these observations have not been successful (Arrhenius
et al. 1986). Thus replication of clay “information” has
remained hypothetical, and transfer of replicated clay
properties to nucleic acids even more so. In materials of un-
limited complexity, the only replication that we know takes
place entirely within molecules that are CHNOPS, so this
continuity assumption seems apt for the present purpose.

6 PERSISTENCE OF RNA

Focusing more closely, the primordial replicator must give
way to RNA at 4 Gya. Therefore the immediate ancestor
must be chemically related to RNA by a plausible transfor-
mation. At least the last in this chain of evolutionary tran-
sitions must be small, implying a predecessor anchored to
RNA by change of a few atoms. Therefore it is economical
of assumptions and consistent with continuity and Bayes’
to extend the resemblance to RNA further back. Evolution-
ary succession would somehow conserve a predecessor’s
chemical proficiencies. It is difficult to see how to do this
in a primitive context except by propagating the forerun-
ner’s RNA-like atoms and bonding. Is there a potential rep-
licator that fits these criteria?

7 THE HYPOTHESIS

I suggest that AMP-containing enzymatic cofactors are
the modern descendants of the IDA. An example (NADP,
the virtually ubiquitous redox cofactor) is shown in
Figure 1A. These structures meet the logic of continuity
and Bayes’ Theorem proposed above. NAD and NADP in
particular are small 50-50 linked ribonucleic acids with a
potential stacked structure (Fig. 1B), which aligns their
nucleotides for coordinated base-pairing interaction dur-
ing a possible complementary replication (Fig. 1C). Their
original complements/templates (Fig. 1C) may not pres-
ently be used by modern protein enzymes—it seems to
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be hoping for too much to suppose that both the primor-
dial cofactor and its template became protein cofactors that
survive today. Therefore, we are somewhat uncertain what
the complements to the cofactors were or even what tem-
plate backbones were because these may now be lost
(Fig. 1 legend). However, it is notable that frequently, as
for the chemically active nucleotides of NAD and FAD,
both chemical centers and of course AMP could be com-
plementary to existing nucleotides, as suggested by the no-
tations within Figure 1B. For conciseness, discussion below
takes both strands to be 50-50 linked dinucleotides.

Although we came to this specific notion by a slightly
exotic Continuity/Bayes’ logic, the idea agrees broadly
with a substantial literature about ancient molecules.

8 EARLIER IDEAS ABOUT NUCLEOTIDE
COFACTORS

Casting NAD, FAD, and their related cofactors as the IDA is
an extension of the influential notion of Harold White III
(White 1976) that AMP-containing cofactors bear witness
to the existence of a prior generation of RNA enzymes,
whose AMP-containing reaction centers were appropriated
by protein enzymes. In this article, we hypothetically extend
the history of the cofactors further into the past and spec-
ulate that they may also have had a different and even
more ancient role. More recently, Copley, Smith, and Moro-
witz (Copley et al. 2007) have emphasized that biocatalysis
may have begun with small molecules, some of which lay on
the evolutionary path to the RNAworld. Though they were
not thinking precisely of these same molecules, the present
scheme is one implementation of such ideas.

9 PRE-RNA WORLD CREDENTIALS

The nicotinamide of NAD is easily reached by several
synthetic routes beginning with plausibly prebiotic chem-
icals, like ethylene and ammonia (Friedmann et al. 1971)
or aspartate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate (Cleaves
and Miller 2001). NAD or a congener may have plausibly
been one of the earliest cofactors to enter the biochemical
inventory. It is therefore credible to consider nicotinamide-
containing cofactors an early participant in biochemistry,
before the rise of complex RNA catalysts.

10 AN OLD VARIANT BACKBONE

Desire for properties thought to be useful to primordial
genetic materials, for example, novel chemical resistance or
achirality, has led to varied ingenious proposals for alternate
backbone composition and continuities (see Robertson and
Joyce 2010; Benner et al. 2010). It is therefore doubly striking
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Figure 1. (A) Structure of NADP, the 30 phosphorylated derivative of
nicotinamide adenine diphosphate (NAD). The image is a public do-
main illustration from Wikipedia. (B) A solution structure for NAD,
with the nucleobases at the top, ribose in the middle, and the pyro-
phosphate at the bottom. Possible base pairings for replication are in-
dicated. The figure is derived from the model of (Smith and Tanner
2000). (C) Replication scheme for an AMP-containing cofactor, like
NAD or FAD. For simplicity, the backbone linking chemistry is
shown as that for RNA catalysis (Huang and Yarus 1997), but this
might vary. The complementary “template” strand and its replication
on an NAD-like template are unspecified, because it is unclear what
polarity it would have, or if it would be 50-50 linked. However, 50-50

polarity appears simplest, and is adopted in the text for clarity. R is
nicotinamide nucleotide or a congener and N is its hypothetical
complement.
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that there exists a natural alternative ribose/phosphodiester
backbone universal in modern biochemistry, the 50-50 linked
cofactors, that possesses frequently desired properties. For ex-
ample, the prominent sensitivityof natural RNA to hydrolysis
by any factor that stabilizes the ribose 20 oxyanion (for exam-
ple, bases and metals) does not exist for NAD and its conge-
ners. It is also conceivable (see Fig. 1B) that the cofactors,
because they do not repeatedly employ their chiral atoms di-
rectly in the backbone, may be more tolerant of variant sugars,
as would be prevalent in a primitive milieu. For example, be-
cause the chiral sugars are at the ends rather than in the mid-
dle of the backbone, oligomerization of the 50-50 nucleotides
may be less sensitive to sugar chirality than 50-30 RNA (Joyce
et al. 1984). Finally, the cofactors are particularly ancient on
the evidence of theirown ubiquitous metabolic uses, but sim-
ilar old structures also mark the 50 terminus of all eukaryotic
messages (reviewed in Schoenberg and Maquat 2009).

11 AN AUGMENTED ALPHABET, AN AUGMENTED
MANIFOLD OF REACTIONS

Benner (Benner et al. 2010) has argued the benefits of a
more diverse set of nucleobases. By synthesis of a third
base pair, his, and other, laboratories have shown that a
three complementary pair/six base system is capable of
replication (Kimoto et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2007). It is
striking that the 50-linked dinucleotide cofactors deploy
an expanded repertoire of nucleotide residues, and auto-
matically use their more versatile reactivity. Thus it is man-
ifest that such structural diversity enhances chemical
versatility. In fact, it is quite frequent that free modern co-
factors have a diminished version of the chemical activity
that they display in conjunction with a protein enzyme.
For example, NADH, the quintessential redox cofactor
(here in its reduced form), will reduce nitro blue

tetrazolium in the presence of phenazine methosulfate.
This reaction underlies a classical NAD assay and cyto-
chemical stain (Ponti et al. 1978). NADH-dye reduction
goes via superoxide aerobically, but is almost as fast by di-
rect means in the absence of oxygen (Compare Fig. 2C).

12 CHICKENS AND EGGS

The NAD reaction just mentioned would be particularly
notable in a pre-RNA and RNAworld, because of the com-
plete absence of redox centers in four-nucleotide RNA
(compare (Tsukiji et al. 2003)). Such new reactions are po-
tentially crucial because they supply one key to the Darwin-
ian evolution of the molecule. An appeal of the RNAworld
hypothesis is that it solves the “chicken and egg” problem; it
shows that in an earlier, simplified biota the genotype/rep-
licator and phenotype/catalyst could have been one and the
same molecule. An exciting aspect of the current notion is
that the genotype and phenotype could have been joined
more simply, and earlier. The cofactors suggest that geno-
type/phenotype junction could exist in a tiny system
consisting of two complementary two-nucleotide entities.
Such IDAs would be selected for both replication and activ-
ity (would have undergone Darwinian evolution) (Fig. 2)
because their biochemistry became useful via their own
replication to effective levels.

13 CONTINUITY WITH AN RNA WORLD

Continuity for nucleoside diphosphate cofactors and RNA
seems assured because RNA-cofactor binding and RNA-
cofactor chemistry are already known in varied forms
(reviewed in Jadhav and Yarus 2002b). Catalytic RNAs
can synthesize A-containing cofactors—RNAs have been
selected which form nucleoside 50-50 structures via attack
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Figure 2. The IDA in context; the origin of life. (A) Activated nucleotides and compatible molecules oligomerize
arbitrarily. (B) Replicators necessarily become abundant, by templating with minimal catalysis. (C) 50-50 replicators
with reactive nucleotides are selected to participate in metabolism. (D) 50-30 RNA replicase creates an RNA world,
+50-50 cofactor initiation and reactivity. (E) RNAs devise translation; 50-50 cofactors are adopted by peptide catalysts
(ribbon). The pathway is initiated by its most complex event, geochemical creation of several activated nucleotide-
like materials. Thus, while “simple” is a debatable evolutionary characterization, progress might be relatively simple
once begun. After panel (B), all crucial transitions depend on somewhat similar selections for enhanced chemical
proficiency.
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by varied phosphorylated substrates (Huang and Yarus
1997); at the a-P of their own 50 terminal triphosphate.
When such 50-50 nucleoside-forming reactions are perfor-
med using RNAs initiated with 50 ATP, attacks by phospho-
pantetheine, NMN and FMN create bona fide covalently
linked CoA, NAD, and FAD as the 50 terminus of the catalyst
(Huang et al. 2000). The ambit of RNA activities also
includes the synthesis of free 5 0 diphosphate-linked ribonu-
cleotides themselves, using free nucleotide substrates to form
free small molecules with cofactor-like linkages (Huang et al.
1998).

5-prime cofactor RNAs may have been frequent agents
in a diverse ribozyme metabolism (White 1976). Indeed, a
subset of cofactors, like NADP (Fig. 1A) and CoA, have 30 A
phosphates, suggesting continuation by an RNA backbone
downstream, now perhaps lost. Metabolically significant
activities have been measured for such 50 cofactor-RNAs.
An RNA catalyst that uses a short recognition sequence
near the 50 terminus can attach coenzyme A in trans to a
recognized RNA (Jadhav and Yarus 2002a). If the CoA-
tagged RNA is itself a suitable catalyst (which can be iso-
lated from preformed CoA-randomized RNA), it will
synthesize acyl-CoA-RNAs, including acetyl-CoA-RNA
and butyryl-CoA-RNAs (Jadhav and Yarus 2002a). An
impressively complete case is that of a ribozyme that binds
either free NAD or NADH and uses the cofactor to oxidize a
linked benzyl alcohol (Tsukiji et al. 2003) or to reduce a
linked benzaldehyde (Tsukiji et al. 2004).

The ready chemical synthesis of 50-50 nucleotides from
activated ribonucleotides is often followed by their incor-
poration at the terminus of a longer 30-50 or 20-50 RNA
backbone (Ferris and Ertem 1992). The same ease of 50

incorporation applies, as just reviewed, to RNA-catalyzed
incorporation of 50-50 structures at the RNA termini. In
addition, terminal or noncovalently bound cofactor-RNAs
are accessible for further biochemical transformation, in
which a 50-50 linked cofactor performs RNA enzyme chem-
istry. Accordingly, any activities evolved for cofactors before
the rise of RNA catalysts could be quickly adopted into an
emergent RNA metabolism.

14 NOVEL REPLICATION CHEMISTRY

But might 50-50 cofactors preexist to join the RNA world
as replicators? Cofactor chemistry seems favorable to the
hypothesis, though decisive barriers remain.

Because of the superior nucleophilicity of the 50 hydrox-
yl, incubation of 50 activated nucleotides leads to abundant
50-50 products. AMP and rA with carbodimide activation
give A50pA (Sulston et al. 1968). AMP alone under the
same conditions gives A50p-pA as the majority product
(Sulston et al. 1968; Robertson and Joyce 2010) which can

then be incorporated at the 50 terminus of a 50-30 polymer,
for example, in the presence of montmorillonite clay (Ferris
and Ertem 1992). Thus the nucleotide backbone in 50-50

linked cofactors like NAD is the one most readily formed
by 50 activated nucleotides.

NAD and its congeners are COSMIC LOPER, an acro-
nym coined (Benner and Switzer 1999) to emphasize that
a genetic material must have the unusual capability of tol-
erating changes in structure (mutations) without compro-
mising the shared, essential ability of such varied molecules
to replicate. This chemical property was envisioned as
dependent on the dominance of the hydrophilic charged
backbone of the nucleic acids. The 50-diphosphate cofac-
tors have, if anything, a more polar backbone than normal
50-30 RNA. This is illustrated by the existence of varied
cofactors (NAD, FAD, CoA, and SAM), all retaining their
solubility, somewhat similar form, and biochemical roles
despite differences in chemical makeup.

Accelerated phosphodiester bond formation and even
complete replication in an all-nucleic acid context have
been broadly observed, and are not an unprecedented
conjecture. Symmetrical RNA–RNA ligases with comple-
mentary overlaps will replicate exponentially without
apparent limits, each ligating the complementary ligase
together from its supplied substrate fragments (Lincoln
and Joyce 2009). Complimentary deoxytrinucleotides will
replicate a hexanucleotide template when activated by car-
bodiimide, and similar reactions extend to full replication
of both strands (Sievers and Von Kiedrowski 1994).
Although full replication of an oligomeric template by in-
dividual nucleotide addition has not been achieved, large
ribozymes do accurately fill in small, primed templates
(Zaher and Unrau 2007). More simply, activated ribonucleo-
tides (e.g., GMP imidazolide) polymerize on a template like
poly C (Inoue and Orgel 1983; Orgel 1992). However, exten-
sion to other systems than oligo C template-directing GMP
imidazolide has proven difficult, and good enantiopurity is
essential for chain growth (because one sugar enantiomer
poisons chain growth by the other) (see Robertson and Joyce
2010) (Joyce et al. 1984).

15 CATCH-22

I have found no published evaluation of whether single
activated nucleotides polymerize on a dinucleotide tem-
plate (Fig. 1C), especially in 50-50 linkage. This is critically
important because such chemistry potentially solves the
evolutionary problem of needing a replicator to evolve an
effective replicator (Robertson and Joyce 2010). That is,
the miniaturization of the replicator to one internucleotide
bond in each complement, as in the cofactors, may make it
possible to envision replication using activated nucleotides
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and a template alone, removing or diminishing the need for
a specific replication catalyst. Thus Darwinian evolution of
RNAwould no longer be caught in the replication Catch-22.

Despite the absence of dinucleotide replication data, in
an Orgel system, with a polymeric template and comple-
mentary activated nucleotide substrates, the initial two
nucleotides in a new 50-nucleotide-initiated chain are suc-
cessful in a reaction of similar molecularity. Further, what-
ever the result with imidazolides, there are effective, new
and more “biological” activated nucleotides, like 30-50

cyclics, to try (Costanzo et al. 2009).
However, given that a 50-50 dimer template and poten-

tial substrate nucleotides are small molecules with enhan-
ced conformational freedom, it may well be that such
systems will need the stimulation observed for activated
nucleotide polymerization in ice-bound eutectic solutions
(Monnard et al. 2003) or facilitation by montmorillonite
clay matrices (Ferris and Ertem 1992). They may also bene-
fit from the support provided under eutectic conditions
for the activities of fragmented RNA structures (Vlassov
et al. 2004). Small size therefore decisively simplifies
Darwinian evolution (see Chickens and Eggs and Catch-22
earlier), even though it may also slow replication chemistry.
However, there seems no reason why the IDA may not have
enjoyed both the cold and the clay.

Replication thus remains an essential issue to be deci-
ded. And even beyond replication, there are many foot-
holds for a critic in the ideas above. Moreover, even if
these ideas are entirely correct, we will take a step back
toward the IDA, but will still not know that it is the last
step. Nonetheless, in my own defense, the argument’s
gaps seem experimentally amenable. There may well be a
new world to find just beyond the RNA world we know.
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